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Ideas to mobilize private finance
  

 

http://pubdocs.worldbank.org/en/916781601304630850/Finance-for-Nature-28-Sep-web-version.pdf
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... which however conceals larger impacts on 
lower income countries, and could jeopardize 
their growth prospects

Reaching tipping points in just a few ecosystem 
services would have a moderate impact on global GDP 
growth between 2021 and 2030

Nature risks are systemic and inaction could deeply affect the 

countries least equipped to cope

Source: results from modeling work that integrates economic analysis (GTAP AEZ) and ecosystem services (InVEST) developed by the World Bank as part of the forthcoming report 

“The Economic Case for Nature: A Global Earth-Economy Model to Assess Development Policy Pathways”. BAU – business-as-usual; BES – biodiversity and ecosystem services. 
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A novel approach: DNB’s work
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ASSESSING BIODIVERSITY RISKS FOR THE FINANCIAL SECTOR

• Brazil is the most biologically diverse country in the world (megabiodiverse; hosts 15-20% 
of world’s biodiversity; 6 terrestrial biomes and 3 large marine ecosystems)

• Source of financial risks and opportunities: implications for BACEN

• Supervised entities are exposed to risks of biodiversity loss.
• For example, during 2015-19 Brazilian banks invested US$ 60.3 billion in forest-risk commodities 

companies that include beef, soy, pulp and paper, palm oil, rubber and timber producers.  

• Brazilian financial institutions could face the combined impacts arising from the interaction 
between biodiversity loss and climate change and natural disasters.

• Restoration and conservation of biodiversity present opportunities for the Brazilian 
financial sector.
• The annual investment gap for Brazil to comply with its NDC over the next decade is over US$ 48 

billion per year.

• Given the country’s fiscal space restrictions, there is a considerable opportunity and need for the 
financial sector to close the financing gap. 

• Biodiversity loss is an important aspect of the new Agenda BC# Sustainability.

• Regulatory enhancement of Resolution N° 4,327.
• Promotion of sustainable finance, including rural finance.
• Broadening the scope for collecting information on S&E risks.

Taking it forward: Brazil...
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SUPPORT THE CAPACITY OF BANK NEGARA MALAYSIA 

• Objectives

• Explore how and to what extent financial institutions are 
exposed to risks from loss of biodiversity and promote financial 
institutions’ understanding of these risks

• Build capacity of the Central Bank and other Malaysian 
stakeholders to collect information, analyze and manage the risks 
associated with biodiversity loss to the financial sector

• Complement and supports national efforts to manage biodiversity 
risk:

• Malaysia National Policy on Biodiversity 2016 2025
• Malaysia’s obligation under the United Nations Convention on 

Biological Diversity and the Sustainable Development Goals 
(SDGs).

• Interim Working Group for the Establishment of the Malaysian 
Platform for Business and Biodiversity (MPBB)

• Bank Negara Malaysia (BNM) priorities to increase its capacity to 
manage climate related risks relevant to the financial sector

... and Malaysia
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Filling a key gap:

collect data and produce decision-grade metrics

TOP-DOWN: USING NATURAL CAPITAL ACCOUNTING 

AND ECONOMIC MODELLING

In Botswana, information generated by NCA helped 

with drafting covenants with the mines to encourage 

efficient water use, reduce water distribution losses of 

water utilities, increase wastewater reuse, and improve 

irrigation systems.

The double materiality problem – Fueled by data gaps on impact, 

risks, and economic value. Financial markets lack tools to 

systematically assess portfolios.

What needs to be measured

• Natural capital assets and the flow of ecosystem services

• Materiality of the impacts (on businesses and on the nat. 

assets)

• Risk exposure (physical, transition, reputational risk)

• Exploit synergies with climate change tools and metrics

BOTTOM-UP: COLLECT SPATIALLY EXPLICIT DATA 

INCLUDING FROM BUSINESSES

The ENCORE Database provides a list of dependencies 

for 86 business processes on 21 ecosystem services, 

which in turn can be mapped to the economic 

activities of enterprises operating in Brazil. 
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Thank You


